
Exploration Geologist

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

As an Exploration Geologist, responsible for analyzing geographic locations to find natural 
resources, like petroleum and minerals. Developing fluvial deltaic depositional models for 
prospective areas of exploration interest; analyzing petrophysics, mud logs, seismic and gravity 
maps for gathering formation tops data; and creating isopach maps & structure maps.

Skills

Geological surveying, Computer skills, Excellent analytical skills, communication skills.

Work Experience

Exploration Geologist
ABC Corporation  1978 – 1981 
 Designed Pennzoils first CAD generated maps.
 Promoted to Project Leader of Deep Lower Team.
 Generated conventional &amp; unconventional play opportunities in a variety of petroleum 

basins Provided full-cycle petrophysical support for integrated.
 Conducted surface extensive exploration near the Pogo mine area.
 Invented method for analyzing RFTs while the tool was on formation, saving re-runs, and 

increasing tool utility 100%, saving one day per test in rig downtime.
 Improved asset management by developing computer programs &amp; databases to aid in 

the geostatistical analysis of production, completion &amp; well log data.
 Evaluated seismic, geological &amp; completion data using the geostatistical analysis to 

increase production &amp; lower completion costs by approximately per well.

Exploration Geologist
Delta Corporation  1985 – 1990 
 Chief geologic modeler and on-site project geologist for a drill program on the Round Top Rare

Earth project.
 Developed and implemented a program for environmental sustainability and remediation, and

constructed reports.
 Calculated tonnage and grade distributions and interpreted drill hole and geophysical data for

the development of theories of the formation of the ore body.
 Performed geo-statistics and worked with consultants to develop figures and tables for NI 43-

101 PEA.
 Identified potential drill targets, determining sites for new drill holes, spotted vertical and 

directional drill rigs, determined new drill road locations, sampled and logged chips on RC drill
rigs, and logged core

 Supervised sampling of RC and core to meet QA/QC standards
 Worked directly with clients, consultants, and contractors and developed working 

relationships with them.
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Education

MBA - 4.0 GPA - Delta Mu Delta National Honors in Management - (Our Lady of the Lake 
University - Houston, TX)
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